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INTRODUCTION
In the seven years since the Workers, Solidarity Movement last reprinted “Anarchism and
Ireland” the reasons fordoing so again have been more than demonstrated. Despite the great
technological advances and the huge wealth and resources that now exist throughout the
world, millions continue to die from starvation and from the major preventable diseases.

Ireland is no exception to the injustice and inequality that prevails. The standard of
living has dropped for most working class people in the last three years, while unemploy-
ment has risen massively.  I

A series ofnational deals have been stitched up between bosses and unions over the
last nine years. The first, “Programme for National Recovery”, was signed in 1987,
followed by the “Programme for Economic and Social Progress" in I991 and the “Pro-
gramme for Competitiveness and Work“ in 1993. These have failed totally in their stated
aim of providing jobs. They have, however, attempted to sell a myth of consensus and
“social partnership”.

Profits and tax evasion have soared, as has unemployment. Much grassroots activity
within trade unions has dried up as it no longer appears to serve any purpose. For workers
this has lead to widespread demoralisation. The union bosses sell us the lie that we‘ re in the
same boatas Tony O’Reilly and Michael Smurfitand for them(given their outrageous perks
and salaries) it is probably true!

That this situation must be changed is beyond doubt. Capitalism survives notj ust by
physical force but also by making people feel and believe that they are powerless to do
anything aboutit. It convinces us that “this is the way things will alwaysbe”. Our real power
to resist the inequality and injustice around us, and ultimately to radically change the way
things are run, is obscured from us. But it is there.

“Anarchism and Ireland” aims to make this clearer, to show the long tradition of ideas
and action - our hisl01'Y - that has sought radical change by abolishing capitalism and
replacing it with a better society based on socialism and freedom.

Anarchist ideas are not new, though in Ireland they have only a short history. The
WSM aims to further popularise these ideas. The Workers Solidarity Movement is ‘an
anarchist organisation. We aim for a revolution by the working class which will overthrow
the bosses and their govemments, and create a society run and controlled by those who
actually produce the wealth of the world. We believe that it is possible to live without
government and to putin its place councils and assemblies where the “ordinary people” can
decide what happens to this wealth. We believe in equality for all, and that maximum
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solidarity is needed between workers and other oppressed groups if we are to defeat those
who live off our sweat.

We aim to popularise our ideas not alone through our publications (we produce a
newspaper Workers Solidarity, a magazine Red and Black Revolution, and a free bulletin
AnarchistNews) butalso through active involvement in campaigns which involve working
class people in the fight for their rights. In the past number of years we have been involved
in campaigns for abortion rights, divorce, against “social partnership” and against water
charges. Our aim is to encourage self-activity among the working class and to popularise
anarchist ideas. Read on and see what we have to say.

Kevin Doyle
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Anarchists are against chaos
When you hear about anarchists you are led to believe thatwe are madbombers. Every other
groupthat lets off a bomb is immediately labelled ‘anarchist’ whether they be nationalists,
socialists or even fascists. The is created that we believe in violence for the sake of
it. The other myth is that anarchism is chaos. It is claimed by politicians, bosses and their
hfl¢l<$ 111 1116 media that if there was no govemment there would be chaos. I But did you ever
wonder about society today and come to the conclusion that perhaps we are already living
in chaos?

. At the moment thousands of builders are on the dole yet homeless people need
housing to hve in. Thousands ofpeople are dying ofstarvation around the world yetmillions
of pounds are spent every day on nuclear arms which have the potential for wiping us and
the worldout.

You might ask why is this so? We say that there is one big reason - PROFIT! At the
moment we live in a society in which there are two major classes - the bosses and the
workers. The bosses own the factories, banks, shops, etc. Workers don’t. All they have
1S their laboiir which they use to make a living. Workers are compelled to sell their labour
to the boss for a wage. ‘

The boss is interested in squeezing as much work outof the worker for as little wages
as possible so that he/she can maintain high profits. Thus the more wages workers get the
less profits thebosses make. Their interests are in total opposition to each other.

Pf9dl1¢l10I1 18 not based on the needs of ordinary people. Production is for profit.
Therefore although there is enough food in the world to feed everyone, people starve
because profits come first. This is Capi[;1]i3m_

What is the State?
There are other classes in society such as the self-employed p and small farmers but
fundamentally there are workers and bosses whose interests are in opposition to each other.
For workers’ needs to be fully met we must get rid of the bosses. But this is no easy task.
The bosses are organised. They have the media on their side. They also have the State and
the f0tC6 Ofthe army and police that go with it. We only have to look at the 1984-85 miners’
strike 1Il Britain to see how the forces ofthe state can be used against the working class. We
only have to look at the years of vicious repression by the British State in the North to see
to what extent the ruling class are prepared to go to protect their interests.

T_11¢ §¢al@ (1-6. governments. armies, courts, police, etc.) is a direct result of the fact
thatwe live in a class society. A society where only 7% ofthe people own 84% of the wealth.

The State is there to protect the interests of this minority, if not by persuasion then
by f91'¢@- The Primary purpose of the law is not to protect us but to protect those who own
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the property. Look at how compliant PAYE taxpayers throughout the state have been
dragged before the courts for refusing to pay the double tax of service charges while £500
million was written off in a tax amnesty for the rich and those exposed as being guilty of
massive tax and export credit fraud by the beef tribunal walked away scot free.

. If you thinkthat the state is there to protect you, think about the fact that in 1994
PAYE workers paid 88.4% of all income tax, while the rest - farmers, local bosses and
multinationals - only paid 1 1.6% between them. The report of the Comptroller and Auditor
General in October 1993 identifiedmore than £2,437 million owed almost entirely by these
groups. The State protects them not us.

Elections: Putting numbers
on a piece of paper

We are led to believe that the state is run in our interests. Don’ t we have elections to ensure
that any governmentnot behaving itselfcan be brought to task? Democracy is aboutputting
numbers on a piece of paper every four years. We are given a choice all right but between
parties who all agree with the system of a tiny minority mling the country. I

People often say that if we really want to change thingswe should run in elections.
Take a good look at this idea and it becomes clear that it cannot be done if we are to remain
true to our anarchism. A

Electioneering inevitably leads to revolutionaries forsaking their revolutionary
principles. Look at the so-called Labour Party. First of all they do not go to the people with
a clear socialist message. They go for whatever is popular and will ensure that they get
elected. This becomes more important to them than educating people about the meaning
of socialism. It also means that they look on the mass of voters as mere spectators. People
are seen as voters, not as people who can be actually involved in politics and bringing
socialism about. We do not accept that we should hand over the running of our lives to 166
people who are not accountable and can basically do whatever they like.

Can socialism come
through the Dail.?

There is another reason why we do not stand for election. Socialism cannot come through
the Dail. If we look at a country like Chile we can see why. In 1973 the people elected a
moderate socialist govemment led by President Allende. This democratically elected
government was toppled by a CIA backed military coup. Repression followed in which the
workers‘ movement was smashed and thousands of militants lost their lives. Throughout
6

the 1980s the US engaged in a massive programme of destabilisation to overthrow the
Sandinista govemment in Nicaragua.

The defeat in Chile happened for two reasons. The Chilean socialists did not
understand that real power is not in the parliamentbut in the boardrooms of the multination-
als. It is those who have the money who hold real power. Socialism does notcome through
electing socialists to a parliament but through the direct action ofworkers taking control of
the factories and land. For us socialism can only come from below, not from the top.

This point is not understood by the so called socialist parties of Europe which have
been in govemment recently. In France, Spain and Greece ‘socialist’ governments pushed
working class peoples’ living standards down because international banks wanted loans
repaid and multinational corporationswanted to maintain profits.

The second reason is that the Chileans did not smash the state but tried to capture it
peacefully. We must understand that the army and police are against us. They are there to
protect the wealth of the ruling class. To make a revolution it will be necessary to use
violence, not because we believe in violence for the sake of it, but because werecognise that
the ruling class will not give up its wealth without a fight. Allende refused to arm the
workers and so made the job of the military much easier.

I-low ideas change
From the moment we are born we are taught that we mustgive up control ofour lives to those
more capable of running things - that we must put our faith and loyalty in govemment to
organise our lives. In school, in the papers and on television the working class are portrayed
as sheep who need to be led and govemed over. Even in the trade unions, the organisations
of the working class, workers are discouraged from taking any initiative by themselves.
Instead the bureaucrats take all power to themselves, negotiate and do deals supposedly on
the workers" behalf.

However, capital-
ists in their mad rush for

1- \ 5profits are forced to keep
workers’ pay and condi-
tions at the lowest
possible level. In times of
recession competition
between capitalists
increases, and if profits
are to be maintained
capitalists argue that
workers must accept cuts
in their pay and condi-
tions. It is when workers
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are forced into conflict with their bosses, when they go on strike, that they realise their
own strength.

Without labour all production grinds to a halt. The bosses simply cannot run the
factories by themselves. ‘Workers who go on strike begin to rely on their own collective
strength, they realise that if they want to win they must stick together. They become more
aware of what they can achieve and they become open to more ideas, new ideas. This was
seen in the 1984-85 Britishminers’ strike. Before the strikemany minersbelieved women’ s
role was in the homeminding the children. Butas the strike began, women took the initiative
and set up support groups to aid the strike. Women actively took part in picketing as well
as fund-raising. Faced with this many miners changed their sexist ideas. Their ideas about
the police and the courts also changed. In conflict, they realised the main purpose of the
police and courts was to protect the bosses and smash the strike.

This is not to say that workers going on strike set out with socialist goals in mind.
However when workers win on ‘bread and butter’ issues, their confidence increases and so
does their faith in their own ability to organise themselves. That is one of the reasons for
the WSM being involved in supporting strikes - to build the links between workers’ ‘day-
to-day struggles and our aim of a truly equal society. However we do not become involved
in strike support groups in order to “do things” for the strikers. Rather we advise and assist
groups of strikers if they want or need advice or assistance - but at all times we insist that
the strikers themselves must retain control of the support group and we work within such
groups to ensure the strikers’ confidence in their own ability to act for themselves is
increased.

Socialism fromBelow
Central to our politics is the belief that ordinary people must make the revolution. Every
member of the working class (workers, unemployed, homemakers, etc.) has a role to play.
Only by this participation can we ensure that anarchism is made real. We believe in a
revolution that comes from the bottom up and is based on factory and community councils.
Freedom cannot be given, it has to be taken.

This is where we disagree with what iscalled the “revolutionary left”. While they
say that they agree with all this they still hold to abelief that a party is necessary to make
the revolution for the people. Most of them base their ideas on Lenin who believed that
workers were only capable of achieving what he called “trade union consciousness”.
According tohim they needed aparty ofprofessional revolutionaries to make the revolution
for them. What we saw in Russia and Eastem Europe had nothing to do with socialism.
Power was in the hands of a tiny party elite. The state was the boss and the workers were
still exploited and told what to do. This was not socialism. Workers did not control their
workplaces. All power was held by the bureaucracy. These societies were based on the
ruthless exploitation of the many by the few.

t So we say it is up to ordinary people. Some ask is this possible? Would it not be8 .

chaotic? Of course not. At the moment capitalism would collapse without the support of
the working class. We make everything, we produce all the wealth. It ispossible to organise
production so that the needs of all are met. It is alsopossible to create structures that allow
everyone to participate in making the decisions that affect them .r

Democracy and Freedom
As already stated anarchist society would be based on factory and community councils.
These would federate with each other so that decisions could be made covering large areas.
Delegates could be sent from each area and workplace. They would be recallable, i.e. if
those who voted them in are not happy with their behaviour they can immediately replace
them with someone else. With new technology it will be much easier to involve lots of
people in making quick decisions.

Within this society there would be genuine individual freedom. Individuals would
have to contribute to society but would be free to the extent that they do not interfere with
the freedom of others. Fundamentally we believe that people are good and if they won
freedom would not easily give it up or destroy it.

So where does the Workers Solidarity Movement fit into all this? We are a new
organisation - small in numbers but rich in ideas. We don’t set ourselves up as “the leaders
who know it all”. We -believe that our ideas are good and are worth trying out. We believe
it is necessary for those agreeing with them to organise together so thatour ideas will spread
and be understood by a lot more S
people. To us it is important that
those revolutionaries active in
different areas are brought together
so that experiences can be shared and
leamed from. We believe that in day- ‘f/7'47’
to-day struggles or in campaigns it is T‘-“
important that the message is driven
home that only a revolution made by
the working class can give us the
freedom to run society so that all our
needs are met. We see our role as --I""'
encouraging the initiative of working .-_;-_—-___ -2'-"'
people and arguing for structures """""“ ‘-
which allow people to take part in local or workplace activities.

We do not believe that the revolution is around the comer. We believe that making
it is a slow processduring which there may be hugejumps forward. Overall though it is a
slow process of spreading ideas and building peoples’ confidence to bring about change.
We accept that winning reforms and short term demands are all part of this process. Below
we set out some of our ideas in relation to the Ireland of today.
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The Trade Unions
The Trade Unions are defence organs of the working class. They are not

revolutionary organisations. Today the majority of unions have become conservative
institutions with a lot of emphasis being placed on the role of the full time officials as
problem solvers and negotiators. Whole sections of the trade union bureaucracy have
becomeoutrightdefenders ofthe status quo. This is typified by the useof the two-tierpicket
(where groups of workers from another union on the same job are encouraged to pass
pickets) and the acceptance of the massive restrictions on picketing under the 1990
Industrial Relations Act. Within the unions decision making has shifted from the shopfloor
to the bureaucrats. With this the rank and file have become more isolated fromcontrol of
their unions and thus more apathetic. This feeling ofapathy has been reinforced by "social
partnership" national pay deals like the PCW.
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For us the unions have to be made into real fighting organisations which are run and
controlled by workers on the shopfloor. We do not think you can change the unions by
capturing the full-time jobs at the top. Our role is to encourage the self-activity of as many
workers as possible. The bureaucracy itself has to be tom down.

Webelieve in building arank and file movementwhich wouldembrace workers from
different workplaces and areas of work. Its main function would be to encourage solidarity
between all workers. This movement would support all strikes which were in accordance
with basic trade union principles. It would fight for democracy within the unions and to
remove all power from the officials who should be simply representatives - electable and
recallable, and paid the average wage of the workers they represent. It would also fight for
paid leave of absence from work for such representatives for their union duties. It would
fight for equal rights for women workers and would ultimately resist any attempt by the
10

bosses to make us pay for their crises.
We see the organised labour movement as an essential area of activity for

revolutionaries. Politics have to be brought into workplaces and unions as it is here that we
have strength and can inflict real damage on the bosses. ‘

Unemployment
Unemployment is always a direct effect of living under capitalism, it is used by the bosses
to depress wages. “There are plenty ofpeople out there who will work for less money than
you” is a common threat, as is “behave yourselves or I'll close down”. The chaotic nature
of capitalism also leads to regular crises which cause massive unemployment

Unemployment can not be ended while the capitalist system exists, but there are
immediate demands thatcan be put forward. Any workplace threatened with closure should
be occupied. The workers should demand continued employmentwhether it be under a new
owner or by nationalisation. We believe it makes little difference because, for us.
nationalisation is not a cure-all. It is no guarantee ofbetter wages orjob security and it does
not bring us any nearer to socialism. There is no essential difference between a boss who
is acivil servant and one who is a private employer. We also call fora shorter working week,
an end to systematic overtime and double jobbing, and an end to all national wage restraint
deals. Basic wages should be high enough so that workers do notneed to work excess hours.

Webelieve that the unemployed should acceptno responsibility for the situation they
are put in. Dole payments should be increased substantially. Where possible, the
unemployed should organise themselves to defend their rights and link up with the broader
trade union movement. Unemployed and scheme workers’ branches should be set up in
existing unions. Members of these branches should have full rights within the unions.

Women's Freedom
We believe that women are oppressed as a sex. They are denied equal rights, such as the
right to control their own fertility and the right to work, and thus cannot fully participate in
society. They have been assigned the role of cooks and child minders, it is said that their
place is in the home. This kind of thinking is reinforced in Ireland by the Catholic Church
which controls the education system.

We believe that the root of women’s oppression lies in the division of society into
classes, and the economic and social relationships that this has created. We thus believe that
for women to be really free we have to smash capitalism and build a society based on
anarchism. We disagree with those feminists who think thatall you have to do is for women
to become bosses andpoliticians toachieve equality. We want to destroy the existing power
structures. We also disagree with those who think that men are the cause of women’s
oppression. We do not deny that some men gain from the oppression of women but we
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identify the source of this oppression as the class system, not individual men.
Women’s oppression is not purely a struggle for women, it is also a class issue, but

we hold that women have the right to organise separately because it is they who suffer the
oppression. We do believe. though, that the priorities of the womens’ movement have
reflected the fact that it largely consists of middle class women. We believe that it must
become more relevant to working class women. Our priorities are those issues which
immediately effect thousands of working class women e.g. work, child-care, housing, etc.

We believe in the rightofwomen to control their own fertility. Women must be free
to decide to have children or not, how many and when. Thus we believe in the right to free
contraception and abortion on demand.

For these demands to be won as many working class women as possible must be
brought together to build confidence and defeat the isolation that comes from being in the
home. Thus, in campaigns, to win these demandsouremphasis is on building in workplaces
and on the estates where women are directly effected.

The National Question
This country was partitioned to suit the interests of the ruling classes of Britain and Ireland.
It divided the working class in this country - a division which has yet to be overcome.

The Northem state was artificially created with an in built Protestant majority. It is
a sectarian state where marginal privileges are offered to Protestant workers in return for
their loyalty. Unionist workers see their interests as tied up with those of the ruling class
in the North.

The British army was not sent into the North to keep the Catholics and Protestants
from tearing into each other but to protect the interests of the establishment. They have
stayed because it is not possible for the British (and Irish) govemments to come up with a
solution which will ensure stability in the North. The British do not want an area of
instability so close to their own front door.

We believe that the British troops must get out and that the Orange state must be
destroyed. We believe that it is only possible to do this on the basis of anarchism. It is no
longer possible to unite the country on a capitalist basis. We must go forward on the basis
of anarchism and the class interest of the working class.

We reject Sinn Fein’s notion that we must unite the country before we can have
socialism. Their basic belief is in “National Liberation”. They put the “nation” before the
working class. They organise around the slogan of “One Nation - One People”. In this
country there is not one people - there is a ruling class and there is a working class. Their
interests are not the same, in fact they are in total opposition to each other.

t Sinn Féin’s total embracing of the pan-nationalist alliance of John Bruton, Albert
Reynolds, John Hume, Bill Clinton and the Catholic Church provides final proof that their
socialism was never more then rhetoric.
12

We accept that most Protestant workers are tied to loyalism which is reactionary and
has nothing to offer them as workers. We also believe that the objective conditionsare there
to act as a basis forbuilding workers‘ unity in the North. Protestants are suffering from the
crisis as well. This is not to say that we are so naive as to think that Protestant workers will
automatically make common cause with their Catholic counterparts. It will be a hard
struggle.

The spreadofmultina-
tionals throughout the 32 _ =
counties has undermined to _ a
some extent the traditional  A01 -
pattems of employment. In i
the country as a whole and in aw 0 ' ‘
the North in particular, there 'I_ ' i (339
is a need to build on the basis °‘5it:1°‘\,;¢4, W’ _ y 1 M S p
of “bread and butter” issues. we .. 1* f =_ ' _;_ = / _
Thisdoes notmeanhiding the ' I/= '6 L’
fact that we are against the ,6“ I.1?% A To
British army R.I.R. and .,[__,
R.U.C. or that we forsake our
anti-imperialism.

When the 1994 ceasefire was declared we welcomed it because the ending ofarmed
struggle as a tactic opened real possibilities of reaching people with new ideas.

We oppose the so-called ‘peace process’ as it will not deliver any improvements for
ordinary people North or South, let alone a united anarchist Ireland. We are not interested
in anydeal which may be cobbled together as itwill notbring us one step nearerour socialist
goals.

We do not accept thatminorities ofany sort can bring about socialism. That includes
armed ones. We recognise the need for self-defence but as an offensive strategy the armed
struggle cannot win. The movement to get the British state out must be based on the
organised working class, North and South.

This is but a most basic outline ofour ideas on these main issues. We do not see them
as separate from each other. They are obviously related. One role for our organisation is
to make the links between the struggles. That is why we say that real liberation for workers,
women, lesbians and gays, or any grouping oppressed by the present system can only come
through social revolution.  
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Anarchism in Action
You probably agree that what you have read so far are mostly good ideas. You probably
accept that the wealth of society should be distributed equally and also thatordinary people
should have more say in the running of their lives.

13
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Like most people who hear about Anarchism you probably believe that it is a good
set of ideas but unfortunately it would never work. “People are natiirally greedy and
selfish”, it is argued, “and if there was no govermnent to look after our interests there would
be complete chaos”.  

It has already been stated thatwe believe capitalism is chaos. It does not and cannot
meet the needs ofordinary people. On the other hand, a society run by those who actually
produce can. This kind of society is not a myth we have dreamed up. At various stages of
our history it hasbecome areality. Working people have taken theirdestinies into their own
hands and made a success of it. Far from being naturally greedy and selfish these
experiences actually show that given the right conditions people can co-operate and act in
a spirit of mutual aid.

In the Beginning
As Anarchists we trace our tradition back to the first Intemational Working Mens’ [sic]
Association where the Anarchists formed a distinct tendency, influenced mainly by the
ideas of the Russian anarchist Michael Bakunin. Since then Anarchism has always been
deeply rooted in the working class. Contraiy to popularbelief Anarchists do not spend their
time plotting in back rooms. For most, their activity means bringing their politics into the
daily struggles of the factories, the offices and the communities. Anarchists have been
involved in all major modern revolutions. They have been there arguing and fighting for
the right and necessity of working people running society as opposed to any so-called
“socialist party” or bureaucratic elite.

Russia
“We say to the Russian workers. peasants. soldiers, revolutionists: above all continue the
revolution. Continue to organiseyourselves solidly anduniteyournew organisations: your
communes, your committees. your soviets. Continue, with firmness and perseverance,
always andeverywhere toparticipate more extensivelyandmore andmore eflectively in the
economic life ofthe country, continue to take into your hands, that is into the hands ofyour
organisations, all the raw materials and all the instruments indispensable to your labour.
Continuethe revolution. Do not hesitate toface the solution ofthe burning questions ofthe
present. Create everywhere the necessary organisations to achieve these solutions.
Peasants, take the land andput it at the disposal ofyour committees. I Workers, proceed to
put in the hands ofand at the disposal ofyour own social organisations - everywhere on the
spot - the mines and the subsoil, the enterprisesand the establishmentsofallsorts, the works
and the factories, the workshops and the machines.

Golos Truda Russian anarchist"-syndicalist paper, August 25th 1917.
The RussianRevolution was truly a tuming point in modem history. For the first time
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workers took control and asserted their right to mn society. At the time of the revolution
there were about 10,000 active Anarchists in Russia, not including the movement in the
Ukraine led by Nestor Makhno. There were at least four Anarchists on the Bolshevik
dominated Military Revolutionary Coimnittee which engineered the seizure of power in
October. More importantly, Anarchists were involved in the Factory Committees which
had sprung up after the February Revolution. These were based in workplaces, elected by
mass assemblies of the workers and given the role of overseeing the running of the factory
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and co-ordinating with other workplaces in the same industry or region.
Anarchists were particularly influential among the miners, dockers, postal workers,

bakers, and played an important part in the All-Russian Conference ofFactory Committees
which met in Petrograd on the eve of the October Revolution.

It was to these factory committees that the Anarchists looked as the basis for a new
self-management which would be ushered in after the revolution. They resisted all efforts
to undermine the Committees and take away their power.

TheAnarchists had co-operatedwith the Bolsheviks in seizing power from the ruling
class, believing that once capturedpowercould be diffused. Itwas not long before they saw
that the real intention of the Bolsheviks was to take power and keep it. Their concept of
socialism did not allow them to trust in the ability of ordinary people to run society in their
own interests. Power was wrested away from the Factory Committees and placed in the
hands of bodies controlled by the Bolsheviks. Firstly they were subjected to control by
Bolshevik dominated trade unions. Seoondly these unions were then put under the thumb
of the State, which was totally dominated by the Bolsheviks. Once the Anarchists’
usefulness to them had ended the Bolsheviks ensured they were suppressed. Their papers
were closed down and many of the activists arrested.

Ukraine
Anarchist influence here was dominant right up to 1921. An insurgent army led by Nestor
Makhno played a central role in defeating the local counter-revolutionary forces and the
numerous foreign armies of intervention. The Red Army led by Trotsky signed a treaty of
co-operation and Lenin talked of giving the Ukraine over as an experiment in building an
anarchist society. The Makhnovists were hailed as heroes of the revolution by the Bolshevik
press.

However as soon as the threat of invasion had been overcome the Bolshevik
leadership tore up the treaty and declared war on the Anarchists as if they were an army of
reaction. This stab in the back led to the destruction of the Makhnovist forces at the hands
of the same Red Army which attacked the naval base at Kronstadt and murdered the
revolutionaries who had been in the forefront of the struggle against the Tsar and the
Provisional Government. Their “crime” was to resist the new elite, and demand workers
power and freedom for all revolutionary organisations.

Colleefivisation
The achievementsofthe Makhnovists were not only military. As their army moved through
theUkraine they encouraged and helped in the setting up ofcollectives among the peasantry
and farm labourers. Often this had to take second place to the need to fight and defeat the
varied foreign armies of occupation. What was important was that it was proved, even in
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the conditions of war and invasion, that production could be organised to benefit all rather
than to line the pockets of a few.

The Russian experience also shows that the fake socialists and their parties cannot
be trusted. If socialism is to triumph power must stay with those who produce society’s
wealth. No party, no matterhow well intentioned, can deliver socialism on aplate. Workers
must take power and build the new order themselves.

Spain
Of all the western countries Spain is where the Anarchist influence predominated.
Introduced in the last century it rapidly spread throughout the country. This led to the
formation of the Anarchist CNT Union (National Confederation ofLabour) in 191 l. In the
years up to the beginning of the Spanish Civil War in 1936 the CNT had up to two million
members. It was the major union in the most industrialised areas, especially Catalonia and
its capital, Barcelona. It also had a large base among day labourers and small peasants in
most provinces. A

The CNT was a revolutionary union of workers (usually described as syndicalist or
anarcho-syndicalist). Its role was twofold. Firstly, to light to improve conditions for
workers and, secondly, to organise for the overthrow of capitalism. Its beliefs were
translated into action at every opportunity and this militant tradition attracted workers in
their hundreds of thousands.

The CNT organised itself from the place of work. Each workplace joined in a
federation with other workplaces in their region to form a regional committee. These
regional committees were then federated on a national basis and formed a national
committee. Within each particular industry there was also a regional and national
federation.

Assemblies of workers were the core of the CNT. These made the decisions and
elected delegates to regional and national level. All delegates couldbe recalled and replaced
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by the assembly if the members were not satisfied with their conduct. Thus no decision
could be made without consulting the rank and file membership. There were no full-time
union bureaucrats beyond the control of the workers.

The number of full-time officials was minimal. They were elected for specified
periods after which they had to stand down and return to their previousjob. Atall times they
were subject to control by the rank and file. The experience and organisation of the CNT
shows that contrary to popularbelief Anarchists are not anti-organisation. In reality
Anarchism is highly organised and allows for the participation ofall. Nor are we against
centralisation. What is important is that those at the centre are recallable and directly
responsible to those they are elected to represent.

The Civil War
The Civil War started with an attempted fascist coup following the victory of the Popular
Front (an alliance of Liberal, Republican, Socialist, and Stalinist parties) in the 1936
elections. In response to the coup the workers mobilised to defeat fascism. Popular militias
were formedby the unions and workers seized factories. Peasants took overland which had
been abandoned by the landlords. This marked the beginning of the revolution for the
Anarchists. They believed that the Civil War had to be not just a fight againstfascism but
also against the capitalist system which had spawned fascism in the first place. Thus they
set about seizing factories and ranches and tuming them over to workers’ control.

In the zones controlled by the Anarchists workers self-management became a
reality. In Catalonia there were at least 2,000 industrial and commercial collectives. At
least 60% of “republican” Spain’s agriculture (that part controlled by anti-fascist forces
including the Anarchists) was collectivised.

In the workplaces councils or “comites“ - elected by assemblies of workers
representing all sectors of the enterprise - were given the task of administering the
collectivised factory. Collectivised enterprises in each sector of industry were represented
in an Economic Federation. This in turn was topped by a General Industrial Council which
would closely control the whole industry.
Here is a description of the organisation of gas, electricity and water in Barcelona. “Each
type ofjob (e.g. fitters) set up a
section consisting of at least fif-
teen workers. Where there were
not the numbers to do this work-
ers from diflerent trades got to-
gether to constitute a general
section. Each section nominates
two delegates which are chosen
by assembliesofthe workers. One
ofthe delegates will be ofa tech-
18
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nical calibre and will participate in the “comite” of the workplace. The other will be
entrusted with the management ofwork in the section.

The “comite ” ofthe building orplant comes next. It is nominated by the delegates
ofthe sections and consists ofa technician, a manual worker and an administrator. The
manual worker has to solve difiiculties which might arise between diflerent sections. He
or she receives suggestionsfrom workers in the difierent trades and the sections give him
or her daily reports on the progress ofwork. Periodically the delegate calls the sections
to general meetings. At these proposals and initiatives which are likely to improve
production andproductivity are studied as well as ones to improve the workers ’ situation.
A copy ofthe deliberation is sent to the Councilfor Industry t p

The delegates with administrativefunctions supervise the arrival and warehousing
ofmaterials, record requirements ,deal with book-keepingfor supplies and reserves, and
keep an eye on the state ofincome and expenditure. S/he also deals with correspondence
and it is his/her responsibility to see that balance sheets and reports addressed to the
Councilfor Industry are prepared.  

The delegate with technicalfunctions supervises theactivities ofhis section, anduses
every endeavour to increase productivity, to lighten the workers’ burden by introducing
new methods. S/he checks on production at the power stations, the state of the network,
prepares statistics and charts indicating howproduction is developing. At the summit there
are the Councils oflndustry. One eachfor gas, electricity and water. Each is composed
of eight delegates, fourfrom the UGT (the socialist trade union) andfourfrom the CNT
These are capped by the General Council ofthe three industries, which is also made up by
eight delegates drawn equallyfrom the two unions.

This Council co-ordinates activities ofthe three industries; attunes the production
and distribution ofraw materialsfrom a regional, nationaland internationalpoint ofview;
modifies prices; organises general administration; indeed takes and uses all initiatives
useful to production and the workers’ needs. Meanwhile it is obliged at all times to submit
its activities to the scrutiny of local and regional union assemblies ” s

This account is taken from “Collectives in the Spanish Revolution” by Gaston Leval.

On the Trams  
The achievements of collectivisation in Barcelona were many. Take for example the
tramways. Outofthe 7,000 workers 6,500 were members oftheCNT. Because ofthe street
battles all transport had been brought to a halt. The transport syndicate (as unions of the
CNT were known) appointed a commission of seven to occupy the administrative offices
while others inspected the tracks and drew up a plan of repair work that needed to be done.
Five days after the fighting stopped 700 tramcars, instead ofthe usual 600, all painted in the
black and red colours of the CNT, were operating on the streets of Barcelona.

With the profit motive gone (the trams had belonged to a Belgian company before
the workers took over) safety became more important and the number of accidents was
reduced. Fares were lowered and services improved. In 1936, 1 83 ,543 ,5 16 passengers were
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carried. In 1937 this had gone up by 50 million. The trams were running so efficiently that
the workers were able to grve money to other sections of urban transport. Wages were
equalised for all workers and increased over the previous rates. For the first time free
medical care was provided for the workforce.

As well as giving a more efficient service the workers found time to produce rockets
and howrtzers for the war effort. They worked overtime and Sundays to do their share for
theanti-fascist struggle. To furtherunderline the fact thatgetting ridofthe bosses and rulers
would not lead to a breakdown of order it can be pointed out that in the three years of
collectivisation there were only six cases of workers stealing from the workshops.
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On the Land  
The courrtryside also saw collectivisation. In Aragon which was near the war front-line
collectrvrsatron took root and spread like wildfire. In February 1937 there were .275
collectives totalhng 80,000 members. Three months later there were 450 collectives with
l80,000 members. Often the peasants and farm labourers went further than their counter-
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parts in the towns and cities. Not only was production collectivised but in rural areas
consumption too. In many of these areas money was abolished.

Large estates were taken over by landless labourers, small holders put their land
together so that it could be worked more efficiently by the use of machinery. Collectives
were based around the villages and federated on a regional basis.

Usually the decision to collectivise was made at an assembly (a meeting of all the
village). Itmeant handing over land, livestock, tools, seed, stocks of wheat and other
produce. The land was then divided into sectors, each ofwhich was assigned to aworkgroup
ofaboutadozen who elected theirown delegate. Produce went into the “pile” for communal
consumption. Each would produce according to their ability, each would consume
according to their needs. I

Collectivisation did not only apply to the land. In the villages workshops were set
up where all the local trades people would produce tools, fumiture, etc. for the village and
also carry out repairs to the collectivists’ houses. Bakers, butchers; barbers and so on also
collectivised.

The lot. of rural workers and peasants was improved by the introduction of
machinery. Living standards rose, in the words ofone collectivist “those who had less now
ate more and better - no one went short”. Education became a central concern and young
children who had never been to school were given the education denied to them by the
landlords and their system. c

Women’: Action  
Gains were also made by women. In relation to their role during the Civil War observers
have pointedout that they played a full part in the anti-fascist resistance. They were present
everywhere - on committees, in the militias, in the front line. In the early battles of the war
women fought alongside men as a matter of course. It was not merely a case of women
filling in for men who were away at the front (which is usually the case in wartime. When
the war is over and women are no longer needed in the labour force, they are pushed back
into the home). I

They were in the militias and fought alongside the men as equals. They were
organising thecollectives and taking up the fightagainst the sexistattitudes ofthe pastwhich
have no place in any real revolution. s

The Anarchist women’s organisation, Mujeres Libres (Free Women), had 30,000
members. It had been active before the Civil War organising women workers and
distributing information on contraception. During the war abortion was legalised in the
“republican zone”. Centres were opened for women, including unmarried mothers and
p1'OStl[IJl6S. s

From all accounts there truly were changes in attitudes towards women. One woman
participant in the Civil War has said “It was like being brothers and sisters. It had always
annoyedme thatmen in this countrydidn ’t considerwomen asbeingswithfitll human rights.
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But now there was this big change. I believe it arose spontaneously out of the
revolutionary movement ”

Margorita Balaguer quoted in “Blood ofSpain” ed. Ronald Fraser. page 287

This sort of thing is common to most revolutionary situations. When people begin
to throw off the old ideas and start creating a new society their viewson many things change.
This is not inevitable though and does not negate the need for argument and activity against
sexism, not only in society as a whole but also within the revolutionary movement itself.

Not all Roses"
This account of the collectivisation is, of necessity, brief. The main point is that given the
right conditions mutual aid and co-operation will flourish. Problems did arise in Spain, as
is inevitable. The Anarchists made mistakes. In our opinion they hesitated in carrying out
their programme. Instead of inaking a direct appeal to the workers to seize control of
economic and social affairs, they collaborated with the Popular Front and ended upjoining
the government.

They were also attacked by the Communist Party whopreferred defeat by the fascists
than the victory of Anarchism. The Communists were tied to the needs of Stalin’ s foreign
policy which meant not upsetting the Westem powers. To them the restoration of the
capitalist order was preferable to seeing the working class take power. And that should
come as no surprise as the Stalinist system in Russia was no more than another form of
capitalism.

The Lessons
History is not neutral. What we learn in school is the necessity for govemment, rulers and
capitalism. What we do not learn is that many times it has been shown that this government
is notnecessary. People are not inherently bad. Given the right conditions a spiritofmutual
aid and co-operation can grow. People are not naturally evil and greedy. We only have to
lookat the response from ordinary people to appeals for aid for Ethiopia, Rwanda, Bosnia,
etc.“to see this.

Economic conditions determine peoples’ behaviour. How we act is related to the
structure of society and the dominant value system within it. When structures are changed
and oppression and exploitation is done away with, the “goodness” that is in most of us
comes through and flourishes as it did when the workers held the reins in Russia and Spain.
The experience of self-management is not limited to these countries but is something that
has been seen in most countries at some stage. In Ireland in the early 1920’s creameries,
farms, Cork Harbour and Kilkenny gasworks were taken over and run as ‘soviets’ (the
Russian word for workers councils).
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What Anarchists are saying are not just “nice ideas”. History shows us that these
ideas can work. A new society can be created with the workers in control. But it won’t
happen spontaneously - we must organise for it.

That is why we need a revolutionary organisation. An organisation that draws
together all those fighting for workers control. An organisation that gives us the chance to
exchange ideas and experiences, and to learn from the lessons ofhistory. An organisation
that allows us to struggle together for a new society.

We do not need a group of leaders and their passive followers. We do need an
organisation working towards mobilising the mass of ordinary people in the process of
making the revolution. The Workers Solidarity Movement is such an organisation. If you
like what you have just read, you should join us.
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To find out more about anarchism the following are
worth reading

ABC of Anarchism by Alexander Berkman (£2. 00)
Anarchism by Daniel Guerin (£7.95)
The Spanish Civil War: Anarchism in Action by Eddie Conlon (£1.50)
The Anarchists in the Spanish Revolution by Jose Peirats (£6.00)
Ireland and British Imperialism, an anarchist viewpoint (£1. 50)
Parliament or Democracy by Kevin Doyle (£0. 50)
Undermining the Family? (£0. 50) I
Organisational Platform ofthe Libertarian Communists by NestorMakhno
and others (£1.50)
Red 8: Black Revolution, the magazine of the WSM (£1.50)
Workers Solidarity, the paper of the WSM (£0.50)

Please add about 15% to cover postage and send your order "to the
Workers Solidarity Bookservlce, P.O. Box 1528.iDublin 8. -


